
19 July 2024 

Welcome to your weekly update from your NPA Commander  
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Commander’s update 
for Melton & Rutland 

 

The previous 7 days crime figures are as follows: 
1 residential burglary in Uppingham 
4 commercial breaks in Melton Mowbray, Exton, Greetham and Edit Weston. 
Since July 1st 2 road traffic collisions have been recorded where injuries  have occurred the 
collision at  Woolsthorpe by Belvoir was classed as a serious collision. 

 

Welcome to my now weekly update for the residents of Melton & 

Rutland Neighbourhood Policing Areal (NPA).  I joined the NPA in 

September 2023 and am enjoying my time here.  This newsletter 

will be sent to you on a weekly basis and will provide an overview. 

More detailed information will be found in your monthly beat 

newsletter. 

Op Numbers 

Op Numbers is our speeding and traffic related operation.  The 
first op will take place on Monday 22nd July.  Op numbers is a 
road safety op to provide a more structured approach to road 
safety across Melton and Rutland. Op Numbers allows us to 
secure dedicated staff to the operation and enables us to target specific areas where 
speeding is an issue.  More detailed information can be found in our traffic newsletter. 

Surveys will be sent out in due course for each beat area.  These surveys will enable us to 
gather information and tackle the areas that cause concern 

Crime figures 
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Commander’s update 
for Melton & Rutland 

The next edition will be out soon! 

Noisily Festival 

PC Frieland recently stopped a car in 
Oakham and posted the following: 

“The owner of this car thought BMW 
stood for “blame my Wife”.  Having 
been stopped in Oakham he told us 
his wife sorted the insurance out for 
him.  Clearly not though as, when he 
phoned her, she said it was for him to 
sort.  Not her fault and I’m sure she 
has better things to do with her time.  Anyway, no insurance so bye 
bye beemer.  Vehicle seized and driver reported for driving without in-
surance”. 

The festival took place at the weekend and we were keen to work with the local community to 
ensure that it passed with no incidents. We engaged with parish councillors to drive around the 
Vale to review areas of concern. A site visit was conducted to ensure the festival organisers 
had robust plans in place. We visited local villages during the noisiest times to ensure disrup-
tion was kept to the minimum.  

Social media post of the week 

Good works 

PC Bryan Sladen recently stopped a vehicle for having a light out.  Further conversations led PC 
Sladen to have enough suspicion to search the vehicle.  Clearly PC Sladen’s suspicions were 
correct because he found a substantial amount of drugs and cash.  The driver was arrested. 


